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ABSTRACT: An efficient metal-free formulation of a hole transport material (HTM) based on an ionic liquid polymer is developed for n-i-p perovskite solar cells (PSCs), to address reproducibility issues related to the use of complex dopant mixtures based on lithium salts and cobalt coordination complexes. The conductivity of the HTM is thus significantly improved by 4 orders of magnitude, up to 1.9 $\times$ 10$^{-3}$ S cm$^{-1}$, using poly(1-butyl-3-vinylimidazolium bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide) (PVBI-TFSI) as dopant. Introduced in the FTO/c-TiO$_2$/mp-TiO$_2$/MA$_{0.15}$FA$_{0.85}$PbI$_{4.67}$Br$_{0.33}$/HTM/Au PSC configuration, PVBI-TFSI-HTM formulation shows power conversion efficiency as high as 20.3 %, versus 18.4 % for the standard lithium salt-HTM formulation, with considerably reduced hysteresis and excellent reproducibility. Mechanistic investigations suggest that PVBI-TFSI acts as a source of protons promoting the HTM oxidation.

INTRODUCTION

Organic-inorganic hybrid perovskite solar cells (PSCs) have gathered worldwide interest in the photovoltaic research community because of the outstanding properties of lead halide hybrid perovskite such as strong light absorption coefficients, tunable band gaps, balance charge transport and long diffusion length of the photogenerated charge carriers. Benefiting from an understanding of material properties and careful optimization of devices, remarkably high power conversion efficiencies (PCEs) over 25 % have been achieved within a few years from their advent. The hole transport layer is a key component in PSCs ensuring the collection of photo-generated holes. Most efficient devices to date involve triarylamine-based HTMs, like 2,2',7,7'-tetrakis(N,N'-di-p-methoxyphenylamine)-9,9'-spirobifluorene (spiro-OMeTAD) or poly(triaryl amine) (PTAA). However, these organic materials suffer from low conductivity and require p-type doping to perform similar to traditional inorganic semiconductors. In the case of spiro-OMeTAD, doping via oxidation reaction can be slowly achieved by oxygen and either light or thermal excitation. To accelerate this process, lithium bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide salt (LiTFSI) and tert-butylpyridine (tBP) are usually added to the HTM precursor solution. Unlike chemical dopants, LiTFSI is a redox inactive species which does not directly react with spiro-OMeTAD but participate to the oxidation reaction through lithium ions consumption. Besides, tBP helps solubilizing all species and improving the wetting of the HTM solution on the perovskite film being which is beneficial for the HTM morphology. The influence of oxygen on the doping level makes the doping process difficult to control, affecting the device reproducibility. Moreover, the final device stability is compromised by the ambient moisture and the use of hygroscopic salts.

A range of other alternative materials has been investigated to enhance the conductivity of organic hole transporting materials. For example, the introduction of cobalt (FKio2, FK2o9, FK26g) or molybdenum complexes (Mo(tfd-COCF$_3$)$_3$, Mo(tfd-CO$_2$Me)$_3$) into the spiro-OMeTAD solution has been demonstrated to results in an equilibrium reaction where an electron is transferred from the spiro-OMeTAD to the complex. In the case of copper salts (CuSCN, Cul), charge transfer results in the
formation of a composite with spiro-OMeTAD. Another doping strategy that has been demonstrated is the direct introduction of spiro-OMeTAD oxidized forms such as spiro-$\alpha^+$TFSI or spiro-$\alpha^+$PF$_x$. In the presence of an excess of neutral spiro-OMeTAD, doubly oxidized spiro-OMeTAD forms twice the amount of singly oxidized spiro-OMeTAD. Strong electron accepting compounds such as tin(IV) chloride (SnCl$_4$), perfluorotetracyanoquinodimethane (F$_4$TCNQ), tris(pentafluorophenyl)borane, or benzoyl peroxide can also be employed as dopants for spiro-OMeTAD. These materials alone with spiro-OMeTAD were able to improve the conductivity, but for most of them, best performances were obtained together with LiTFSI and tBP. The benefit of these additives is that spiro-OMeTAD oxidation can be achieved in the inert atmosphere, without involving oxygen. FK209 cobalt complex is today the best additive to the spiro-OMeTAD-LiTFSI-tBP system that can achieve a higher stability and, in some processes, higher efficiencies. Few examples of alternative dopants showing superior efficiency have been reported. Mortl-COF$_3$ complex achieved efficiencies up to 17.8 %, and improved stability without employing LiTFSI nor tBP. Tris(pentafluorophenyl) borane doped PTAA, through the formation of an adduct, exhibited efficiency as high as 19 % with good stability. More recently, utilising a Zn-TFSI2-FK209-tBP dopant mixture with spiro-OMeTAD, Grätzel et al. achieved highly stable and efficient PSCs, exhibiting PCE of 22.0%. Another alternative to LiTFSI and tBP are N-heterocyclic ionic liquids (NHILs). Ionic liquids have the advantage to be non-volatile, to exhibit high ionic conductivity, excellent stability in air and a good ability to solvate chemicals. In the range of ionic liquids, protic and aprotic ionic liquids can be distinguished. Protonic ionic liquids, with their ability to transfer protons, can be assimilated to Brunsted acid-base couples. First, Abate et al. demonstrated the ability of an imidazole-based ionic liquid (Himi-TFSI) to chemically oxidize spiro-OMeTAD in dye-sensitized solar cells. The mechanism proposed relies on the Brunsted acid-base property of the ionic liquid, generating a hydrogen bonding with the spiro-OMeTAD amine. Based on this study, Zhang et al. used an imidazole-based ionic liquid with a pyridyl ending group which was supposed to fulfill the role of tBP, i.e. suppress charge recombination at the TiO$_2$/perovskite interface in PSCs. In both cases, the conductivity of spiro-OMeTAD was efficiently increased without using LiTFSI nor tBP. More recently, a pyridinium based ionic liquid was successfully introduced in spiro-OMeTAD achieving efficiency of 14 % with improved stability. The doping mechanism proposed was similar to LiTFSI, where the 1-butyl-3-methylpyridinium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide (BMPy-TFSI) participates to the oxidation reaction of spiro-OMeTAD with oxygen.

Apart from the doping ability of the materials, their integration and their effect on the PSC performance and stability should be considered. For instance, it has been reported that extrinsic ions from contact layers, such as Li$^+$ are able to diffuse through the perovskite to the TiO$_2$ interface. Pinholes and channels created into the layers would accelerate the degradation of the device, while the accumulation of Li$^+$ at the TiO$_2$/perovskite interface strongly affects charge separation and current-voltage hysteresis during PSC operation.

In this context, we investigate an ionic liquid polymer expected to be non-diffusible to efficiently replace LiTFSI as dopant in HTM for PSCs with potassium doped organo-inorganic hybrid perovskite photo absorber. The poly(1-butyl-3-vinylimidazolium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide) (PVBI-TFSI) was synthesized through reversible addition fragmentation chain transfer (RAFT) controlled radical polymerization (CRP). PVBI-TFSI acts as a source of protons promoting the spiro-OMeTAD oxidation, resulting in an improved conductivity of 2 orders of magnitude compared to LiTFSI-tBP doped spiro-OMeTAD. Specific interactions with light and tBP were also evidenced. Optimized doping process with PVBI-TFSI led to PSCs exhibiting a maximum PCE of 20.3% with a negligible hysteresis and excellent reproducibility.

**EXPERIMENTAL SECTION**

**PVBI-TFSI synthesis.** 1- vinyl-3-butyl-imidazolium iodide (VBI-I) was prepared from 10.4 g of 1-vinyl-imidazole (99% Alfa Aesar, 0.11 mol, 1 equiv.) mixed to 255 mL of ethyl acetate (99.5% Sigma Aldrich, 20 % w/v) in a 500 mL 3-necked flask cooled with an ice bath under nitrogen. Then, 40.7 g of 1-iodo-butane (99% Alfa Aesar, 0.22 mol, 2 equiv.) were added slowly through a septum. The solution was refluxed at 85°C for 20h. The obtained VBI-I was washed by triturations with diethyl ether and dried at 50°C under vacuum overnight. Poly(1-butyl-3-vinylimidazolium iodide) (PVBI-I) was then prepared through RAFT polymerization of VBI-I, 2 g of VBI-I (7.2 mmol, 1 equiv.), 93 mg of O-ethyl-S-(1-ethoxycarbonyl) ethyldithiocarbonate (CTA, Sigma Aldrich, 0.42 mmol, 0.06 equiv.) and 34 mg of 2,2′-azobis(2-methylpropionitrile) (AIBN, 98% Sigma Aldrich, 0.21 mmol, 0.03 equiv.) were mixed in 10.5 mL of anhydrous N,N-dimethyl-formamide (DMF, 20 % w/v) in a 50 mL round bottom flask equipped with a magnetic stirrer. After 3 freeze-vacuum-thaw cycles, the mixture was stirred under nitrogen atmosphere at 60°C and the polymerization was stopped after 24h by dipping the polymerization flask into liquid nitrogen. Anion exchange was finally performed on PVBI-I to obtain PVBI-TFSI. 4 g of PVBI-I (14 mmol, 1 equiv.) were solubilized in methanol (20 % w/v). A solution of LiTFSI in THF (31 mmol, 2.2 equiv., 75 % w/v) was then slowly added to the mixture under nitrogen. The solution was stirred for 24h. After evaporating methanol and THF, the obtained solid was immersed in water at 40°C for 1h and rinsed three times to remove the excess of LiTFSI and iodide. The final polymer had a molecular mass of 7550 g mol$^{-1}$. $^1$H NMR spectrum and GPC/SEC of the polymer are given in Figure S1 and S2, respectively.
Fabrication of solar cells. All materials were employed as received. Perovskite materials, including FAI (> 99 %) and MABr (> 98 %) were purchased from Dyesol, and PbI (99.99 %) and PbBr, (> 98 %) from Kojundo Chemical Laboratory Co. KI (> 99.5 %) and magnesium(II) bis(trifluoromethanesulfonylimide) (Mg(TFSI)_2) were obtained from TCI. Titanium diisopropoxide bis(acetylacetonate) (75 wt. % in isopropanol) (TiAcAc), lithium bis(trifluoro methanesulfonylimide) (LiTFSI) and tert-butylpyridine (tBP) were bought from Sigma-Aldrich. The 24 nm nano-TiO₂ paste (PST-24NR) was purchased from JCP&C and the spiro-OMeTAD from Merck. All solvents were obtained from Wako Pure Chemical Industries. FTO glass substrates (sheet resistance of = 10 Ω/sq, Nippon Sheet Glass Co.) were first laser etched and successively cleaned 10 minutes in an ultrasonic bath in water, detergent, acetone and ethanol, and by excimer UV cleaner. A solution made of TiAcAc mixed with 3 mol.% of LiTFSI and 3 mol.% of Mg(TFSI), in ethanol was deposited by spray pyrolysis at 430°C to form a 40-nm compact-TiO₂ layer. The next layers were deposited in a dry room with a dew point temperature at -30°C. A 150 nm mp-TiO₂ layer was made by spin coating a solution of 24-nm-TiO₂ paste diluted in ethanol (14 wt.%), followed by 2-step annealing, at 125°C for 5 min and 550°C for 15 min. The layer was then doped with a LiTFSI solution in acetonitrile (0.1 M) deposited by spin coating and annealed at 100°C for 5 min and 450°C for 30 min. The perovskite precursor solution was made by dissolving MABr, PbBr₂, PbI₃ and FAI (1:5:75:5:45 mol) in a mixture of DMSO and DMF (1:4 vol). 5 mol.% of KI, which was previously dissolved in DMSO (1.5 M), was added to the perovskite solution. The solution was spin-coated at a speed of 4000 rpm with a slope of 1 s. 0.5 mL of chlorobenzene were dropped after 30 s of spin while the substrate was still spinning. This anti-solvent method led to a dark, smooth and homogeneous perovskite layer which was annealed at for 160°C for 15 minutes. Standard LiTFSI-doped spiro-OMeTAD solution is made by dissolving spiro-OMeTAD in chlorobenzene (0.06 M), adding 0.03 M of LiTFSI solution in acetonitrile (1.85 M) and 0.20 M of tBP. For the PVBI-TFSI-doped spiro-OMeTAD, LiTFSI was replaced by PVBI-TFSI without being previously dissolved. HTM solutions were spin coated at 4000 rpm after substrates have cooled down. Layers were annealed at 70°C for 10 min in the case of LiTFSI-doped spiro-OMeTAD. Substrates were left overnight in a dry room. Finally, the 80-nm top gold electrode was evaporated.

Sample preparation for UPS analysis. To avoid charging of samples, thin films of spiro-OMeTAD were deposited on silicon by diluting the concentration of precursor solution to 25% of that used for device fabrication. Doping was realized by incorporating PVBI-TFSI and tBP in 1:1.6.6 proportion.

Sample preparation for conductivity measurements. In-plane devices were prepared to measure the conductivity of HTMs. 300-nm thick HTM layers were spin coated on top a poly(t-vinyl-1,2,4-triazole) films (20 nm) on glass substrates. Gold electrodes were evaporated on top of the HTM. Conductivities were calculated as σ = L/(Rwt), where L is the channel length (0.05 mm), w the channel width (2.5 mm), t the film thickness (300 nm) and R the film resistance.

Characterizations. UV/vis absorption spectra were recorded on a Shimadzu UV-3600 spectrometer. Ionization potentials were measured with a Riken Keiki AC-3 photoelectron spectrometer in air. UPS measurements were performed in an ultra-high vacuum chamber built by SPECS (Germany), using a low intensity UV light (He I line) with excitation energy of 21.21 eV. The samples were prepared in a nitrogen glovebox and transferred to the analysis chamber via a mechanized linear transfer line (10⁻⁶ mbar range) connected to the nitrogen glovebox, with no exposure to an ambient air atmosphere. The spectra of photo-emitted electrons were recorded at pass energy of 2 eV with a hemispherical analyser (Phoibos 100). I-V curves were measured under AM 1.5G (100 mW.cm⁻²) using 450 W xenon as the light source (YSS-80A, Yamashita Denso). The light intensity was calibrated using a standard Si photodiode of BS-920 (Bunkoukeiki Co). The scan was carried out between -0.2 V and 1.2 V at 100 mVs⁻¹. The active area was defined by a black mask of 0.181 cm². EQE spectra were recorded on an EQE system (CEP-2000MLQ, Bunkoukeiki Co.).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In the following discussion, Li-spiro and PVBI-spiro refer respectively to LiTFSI and tBP doped spiro-OMeTAD and to PVBI-TFSI and tBP doped spiro-OMeTAD. Compositions are expressed as molar ratios x:y:z, where x corresponds to spiro-OMeTAD, y to LiTFSI or to PVBI-TFSI (moles of monomer), and z to tBP. Herein, the 1:0.5:3.3 Li-spiro composition leading to the best photovoltaic (PV) performances was used as standard composition.

Thin film properties. The thin film conductivities of spiro-OMeTAD depending on the dopant nature, the dopant concentration, and the light irradiance were investigated by performing two-probe conductivity measurements following a previously reported method. Current-voltage (I-V) curves were recorded without and with exposure (1h30 under) to AM1.5 illumination (100 mw/cm²), respectively. The conductivity of spiro-OMeTAD was improved from 9.4 x 10⁻⁸ to 6.0 x 10⁻⁶ S.cm⁻¹ with LiTFSI as dopant in ambient air atmosphere and enhanced to 1.1 x 10⁻³ S.cm⁻¹ after 1h30 of irradiation (Figure S3, Table 1). These results were in accordance with the literature data. Conductivity was greatly improved to 1.6 x 10⁻³ S.cm⁻¹ when LiTFSI was replaced by PVBI-TFSI. After light exposure (AM1.5), the best conductivity of 1.9 x 10⁻³ S.cm⁻¹ was recorded for the 1:1:6.6 formulation. The correlation between the increase in conductivity and the oxidation of spiro-OMeTAD was studied by recording the absorption spectra of thin films processed using the same conditions. The feature at 390 nm (Figure S4) corresponds to pristine spiro-OMeTAD. Two other distinct peaks were found at around 450 nm and 600 nm. Based on calculated absorption spectra of different spiro-OMeTAD forms published
by Abate et al., peaks at 450 nm and 580 nm can be assigned to spiro-OMeTAD-NH₂, while peaks at 500 nm and 690 nm are attributed to spiro-OMeTAD. With a simultaneous increase of PVBI-TFSI and tBP or a decrease of tBP concentration, pristine-spiro-OMeTAD peak at 390 nm decreased while peaks associated with spiro-OMeTAD-NH₂ was red shifted, up to the spiro-OMeTAD. These results confirm that PVBI-TFSI promotes the oxidation of spiro-OMeTAD even more readily when lower amounts of tBP is present. Finally, using Li-spiro in the same concentration, the peaks associated with oxidized spiro-OMeTAD were blue-shifted, suggesting a weaker oxidation ability in the presence of LiTFSI compared to PVBI-TFSI (Figure S4c).

Table 1 Average conductivities (4 films) and standard deviation of Li-spiro and PVBI-spiro thin films.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dopant</th>
<th>Molar equivalence</th>
<th>Conductivity before illumination [S.cm⁻¹]</th>
<th>Conductivity after illumination [S.cm⁻¹]</th>
<th>HOMO level from PESA [eV]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>1:0:0</td>
<td>9.4 ± 2.4 E-08</td>
<td>2.5 ± 0.2 E-06</td>
<td>-5.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LiTFSI</td>
<td>1:0.5:3.3</td>
<td>6.0 ± 0.1 E-06</td>
<td>1.1 ± 0.2 E-05</td>
<td>-5.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PVBI-TFSI</td>
<td>1:0.5:3.3</td>
<td>1.6 ± 0.8 E-05</td>
<td>1.8 ± 1.0 E-04</td>
<td>-5.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1:1:3.3</td>
<td>6.1 ± 2.2 E-05</td>
<td>9.1 ± 5.0 E-04</td>
<td>-5.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1:1:6.6</td>
<td>7.8 ± 0.3 E-05</td>
<td>1.9 ± 0.5 E-03</td>
<td>-5.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1:1:13.2</td>
<td>2.6 ± 2.2 E-05</td>
<td>1.1 ± 0.3 E-03</td>
<td>-5.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1:5:9.9</td>
<td>1.1 ± 0.6 E-04</td>
<td>4.4 ± 2.4 E-03</td>
<td>-5.41</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a) x, y and z correspond to spiro-OMeTAD, LiTFSI or PVBI-TFSI (moles of monomer), and tBP respectively. b) Not measured.

Importantly, the conductivity was found to increase with irradiance and reached a maximum when the ratio of Spiro, PVBI-TFSI and tBP concentrations was 1:1:6.6. This effect can be explained by the topography of the films observed by AFM (Figure S5.) Rough and gruyere-like films were formed when adding more PVBI-TFSI, whereas morphology was improved when adding more tBP. So the film conductivity is either limited by the morphology or by the oxidation level of the spiro-OMeTAD, which are both controlled by the concentration of dopants.

Since doping allows to control Fermi level position of semiconductors and facilitates hole injection, HOMO levels of pristine spiro-OMeTAD, Li-spiro and PVBI-spiro were measured by photoelectron spectroscopy in air (PESA) (Table 1) and by UPS in inert atmosphere. In air, the pristine spiro-OMeTAD HOMO level was -5.25 eV. Addition of dopants led to down-shifted HOMO levels of -5.35 eV with LiTFSI and from -5.30 to -5.41 eV with PVBI-TFSI when increasing the concentration. By UPS, the work function of pristine spiro-OMeTAD and PVBI-spiro were determined as the difference between the excitation energy and the length of the spectrum. Pristine spiro-OMeTAD deposited on a silicon wafer exhibited a work function of 4.15 eV and a VBM of 0.80 eV. Upon the addition of PVBI-TFSI, spiro-OMeTAD work function increased to 4.50 eV and the VBM shifted to 0.60 eV (Figure 1). Through the deeper HOMO level closer to the Fermi level of PVBI-spiro, this study indicates that PVBI-TFSI promotes p-doping of spiro-OMeTAD. Doped spiro-OMeTAD is expected to have a better energy level alignment with the underlying perovskite layer and hence better hole injection.

Photovoltaic performances. PVBI-TFSI doped spiro-OMeTAD was introduced in mesoscopic PSCs using the following n-i-p device configuration: FTO/c-TiO₂/mp-TiO₂/K₂₃₊ₓ(MA₀.₃₋ₓFA₀.₈₅ₓ)₀.₉₅ₓPb₁.₆ₓBr₃₅ₓ/HTM/Au. Effects of PVBI-TFSI and tBP concentrations on the PV performance were investigated and compared to the standard Li-spiro. SEM cross sections revealed homogeneous perovskite layer in both devices (Figure S6). The highest power conversion efficiency (PCE) of 20.33 % was recorded for devices incorporating PVBI-spiro as compared to that of 18.44 % obtained for the standard devices utilizing Li-spiro (Figure 2a). This increase in efficiency is due to a simultaneous increase in all device parameters such as, Voc from 1.10 V to 1.16 V, fill factor (FF) from 0.73 to 0.76 and short-circuit current (Jsc) from 22.45 mA.cm⁻² to 22.99 mA.cm⁻², when LiTFSI was replaced by PVBI-TFSI as the dopant for spiro-OMeTAD. The increase in Jsc is also confirmed by the IPCE measurements, where a current of 22.36 mA.cm⁻² was extracted for PVBI-spiro whereas 20.94 mA.cm⁻² was extracted for Li-spiro PSCs (Figure 2b). In previous report, we observed that the device with hysteresis in IV curve shows slow photo-current response. This indicated that the current of solar cell with Li doped HTM in IPCE measurement is not saturated enough due to the I-V hysteresis (Figure 2a) that lead to the lower IPCE and integrated current value than measuring under sun irradiation. Reproducibility on 20 cells was as good for Li-spiro and PVBI-spiro PSCs and confirmed the higher performances of PVBI-TFSI (Figure 2c). Higher PV performances and especially Jsc and the FF of PVBI-TFSI devices can be attributed to the improved conductivity of HTM film and the lower sheet resistance in the device.

Figure 1. a) Band structure diagram based on UPS of spiro-OMeTAD and PVBI-spiro. b) Secondary electron cut-off and c) valence band region of UPS spectra.
A major problem remaining in PSCs to correctly assess the PCE is the hysteresis in I-V curves. I-V curves are affected by the scan direction, the scan rate and the pre-conditioning of the cells. This had been explained by the relatively slow ion migration of the perovskite crystal under operating conditions and by the presence of trap states in the perovskite crystal and at the ETL/perovskite and perovskite/HTM interfaces. Usually in n-i-p PSCs, hysteresis is characterized by lower Voc and FF for the forward bias and can be quantified by the hysteresis index defined as $HI = (PCE_{reverse} - PCE_{forward}) / PCE_{reverse}$. HIs were found to be -0.007 and 0.002 in PVBI-spiro and in Li-spiro, respectively (Table S1). Additional to enhance PCE, PVBI-spiro based PSCs showed negligible hysteresis.

Photoluminescence (PL) and time resolved photoluminescence (TRPL) measurements were performed to investigate charge transfer properties and relaxation processes at the interfaces. When the device is irradiated from the FTO side, PL reflects processes occurring close to the perovskite/TiO$_2$ interface, whereas when the device is irradiated from the HTM side, it reflects processes occurring close to the perovskite/HTM interface. For PVBI-spiro, PL occurred at 782 nm on both TiO$_2$ and HTM side, while it was remarkably red-shifted from 782 for the TiO$_2$ side to 794 nm for the HTM side in the case of Li-spiro (Figure S7). One reason could be the effect of Li$^+$ diffusion from the HTM to the TiO$_2$ surface which have been pointed out before to create defects in the perovskite layer, resulting in a red-shift of the perovskite bandgap. The diffusion of Li$^+$ from the HTM side is non-Fickian diffusion, leading to high Li$^+$ concentration on the TiO$_2$ surface in the device due to the high affinity between TiO$_2$ and Li$^+$ ions. The 150-nm-thick perovskite/mesoporous-TiO$_2$ layer has a specific surface area that is more than two orders of magnitude larger than that of the HTM/perovskite interface; therefore, the defect sites of perovskite are more distributed on the FTO side. Considering emission spectra on HTM side, PL peak appeared at the same position for each dopant suggesting that the local perovskite bandgap is not affected. It should be noted that emission decay curves irradiated from TiO$_2$ side are very similar in Li-spiro and PVBI-spiro solar cells (Figure 3). From HTM side, emission decay of Li-spiro quenched faster than PVBI-spiro, suggesting that hole injection is improved with Li-spiro. However, according to deconvolution analysis, at least three decay mechanisms were involved (Table S2). The faster parameter $\tau$ is considered to reflect hole injection into the HTM since it is shorter than the emission lifetime of perovskite on
spectra and mechanisms at sure spiro of addition Doping corresponding absorption spectra. addition of LiTFSI, PVBI-TFSI and Figure 4. a) Coloration of spiro-OMeTAD solution vs. Li solution and almost species solution in the spiro-PSCs. To confirm this interpretation, photoluminescence quantum efficiency (PLQE) could be performed. If higher PLQE is found in the PVBI-spiro PSC, it would mean that there is less non-radiative recombinations in the PVBI-spiro devices.36

Doping mechanism. Finally, the doping mechanism of spiro-OMeTAD by PVBI-TFSI including the effect of tBP and irradiance was studied. Spiro-OMeTAD oxidation can be simply observed by a color change in the precursor solution (Figure 4a). Without any dopant or upon the addition of LiTFSI and tBP, spiro-OMeTAD solution is almost transparent. When PVBI-TFSI was incorporated to the spiro-OMeTAD, the solution turned immediately red. This color change was suppressed when tBP was further added. After exposition to ambient light for some minutes, the solution turned red again, and this last process was temporary reversible. Ageing or over light exposure kept the solution reddish. To understand the mechanisms governing the spiro-OMeTAD oxidation process and their dependency to tBP and irradiance, absorption spectra were recorded in solution for each step (Figure 4b). Pristine spiro-OMeTAD showed an absorption peak at 390 nm which remarkably decreased upon the addition of PVBI-TFSI. This phenomenon was associated with the concomitant appearance of the oxidized spiro-OMeTAD species feature at around 510 nm. After the addition of tBP only the pristine spiro-OMeTAD peak at 390 nm remained with a reduced intensity, suggesting that part of spiro-OMeTAD has reacted to form a species not detectable in the visible range. After irradiation for 30 min under AM1.5 100 mW.cm⁻², the oxidized spiro-OMeTAD species were formed while the intensity of the pristine spiro-OMeTAD peak was further reduced. These results agree with absorption spectra recorded in thin films and proved that spiro-OMeTAD oxidation occurs in the presence of PVBI-TFSI.

The oxidation of spiro-OMeTAD by NHILs has already been described in the literature.28,29 The proposed mechanism considered the NHIL as a weak Brønsted acid, able to protonate spiro-OMeTAD and form a carbene. However, N-heterocyclic carbenes are usually formed by deprotonation of azolium salts with a strong base in dry and air-free conditions.37

Figure 4. a) Coloration of spiro-OMeTAD solution vs. addition of LiTFSI, PVBI-TFSI and tBP, and b) their corresponding absorption spectra.

Figure 5. 1H 400 Hz NMR spectra of a) spiro-OMeTAD, before and after PVBI-TFSI incorporation, and b) modification of spiro-PVBI-TFSI spectrum through addition of tBP in d8-THF. c) Focus on the signal of the most acidic imidazolium proton of VBI⁺.
Even if an interaction between the most acidic proton of the ionic liquid and the tertiary amine functions of the spiro-OMeTAD was justified by proton NMR, a shift of the concerned proton and a quench of the aromatic protons of the spiro-OMeTAD, no evidence of the formation of carbenes was given.

Based on these observations and on previous works, we suppose that the most acidic proton on PVBI+ is shared or even transferred to the basic nitrogen of the spiro-OMeTAD. This interaction was investigated by 1H NMR spectroscopy. Usually, oxidation is evidenced by a broadening and/or a shifting of the associated protons and/or a decrease in signal intensity. Mixing spiro-OMeTAD and PVBI-TFSI (1x) in d8-THF led to a signal broadening of the aromatic protons of the spiro-OMeTAD without shifting, at 7.37, 6.85, 6.77 and 6.48 ppm, and a slight decrease in intensity (vs. the methoxy protons peak at 3.72 ppm) (Figure 5a). This peak broadening can stem from the formation of specific interactions between spiro-OMeTAD and PVBI-TFSI, increasing the relaxation time of spiro-OMeTAD in solution, and/or to the formation of the spiro-OMeTAD- radical cation. However, as the presence of the polymer can increase the viscosity of the medium and, as such, increase the relaxation time of spiro-OMeTAD, the effects on spiro-OMeTAD were studied in detail using the monomer VBI-TFSI as a model reaction.

Solutions of spiro-OMeTAD containing 50, 25 and 13 mol.% of VBI-TFSI were compared. The increase in VBI-TFSI concentration resulted in a clear broadening of the aromatic peaks (7.3 – 6.5 ppm) of the spiro-OMeTAD, and in a downfield shift of the most acidic proton of VBI-TFSI (9.2 – 9.1 ppm) (Figure S8). The broadening and shifting of the spiro-OMeTAD peaks suggest, at least, the formation of a hydrogen bonding between the imidazolium and the amine center of the spiro-OMeTAD. The shift observed for the imidazolium is consistent with an increase in proton dissociation. Both observations evidence the reaction of the mechanism (Figure 6).

Secondly, a similar study was carried out to evidence the interactions between VBI-TFSI and tBP (Figure S9). When increasing VBI-TFSI concentration, only a shift of the VBI-TFSI peak in the 9.15 ppm region was observed. The unmodified peaks of tBP suggest that VBI+ had weaker interactions with tBP than with spiro-OMeTAD. A weak hydrogen bonding is still considered between VBI+ and the amine of tBP regarding the shift of the VBI-TFSI peak. When adding tBP to the spiro-OMeTAD doped with VBI-TFSI, the large peaks of the spiro-OMeTAD got their initial sharp shape back (Figure 5b). In addition, the most acidic proton of VBI+ shifted towards upper fields, suggesting that VBI+ stopped interacting with spiro-OMeTAD in favor of interacting with tBP (Figure 5c). An explication is the bigger size of spiro-OMeTAD making VBI-H-spiro-OMeTAD less stable than VBI-H-tBP. In this way, in presence spiro-OMeTAD and tBP, VBI-TFSI preferentially weakly interacts with tBP. Meanwhile, according to absorption spectroscopy experiments (Figure 4b), under light exposure, interactions with the most photo-reactive material, i.e. spiro-OMeTAD is favored at the
expense of rBP. This is illustrated by the reaction 2 (Figure 6).

With further intense and longer light exposure, the PVBI-proton could be transferred to spiro-OMeTAD to form PVBI carbene and spiro-OMeTAD-NH₂. To detect the presence of carbenes, ¹³C NMR was performed on the 25 mol.% solution (Figure S10). 1.5 molar equivalent of CS₂ were added to trap the carbenes. Carbenes should be evidenced by a shift of the "h" peak of VBI-TFSI at 196 ppm towards around 250 ppm. However, this signal remains at the same position upon the addition of spiro-OMeTAD. Thus VBI⁺ cannot protonate spiro-OMeTAD in solution. Nonetheless, it is noteworthy that the reaction 3 of the mechanism is not excluded to happen in thin film.

CONCLUSION
LiTFSI dopant was successfully substituted by PVBI-TFSI polyelectrolyte in spiro-OMeTAD. PVBI-TFSI was able to considerably increase spiro-OMeTAD conductivity by four orders of magnitude, up to 1.9 x 10⁻³ S.cm⁻¹. Perovskite solar cells with PVBI-TFSI-doped spiro-OMeTAD showed power conversion efficiency as high as 20.3 %, as compared to 18.4 % for devices incorporating LiTFSI-doped spiro-OMeTAD, with remarkably reduced hysteresis and high reproducibility. These improved PV performances were attributed to the higher conductivity of the spiroOMeTAD and to the defect-less morphology of the HTM layer. Up to now, this is the best PCE performance reported so far with an organic dopant in spiro-OMeTAD. The proposed doping mechanism involves a proton transfer from PVBI⁺ to spiro-OMeTAD. This study demonstrates the great potential of N-heterocyclic poly(ionic liquid)s to further improve PV performances of lithium-free PSCs via efficient HTM p-doping. The device stability of PSCs involving the polymeric dopant is under investigations.
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